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US-China wars ‘to slow’ Kenya growth

Sub-Saharan African countries most affected by the trade tensions would be the commodity
exporters and those that are more integrated into global markets, an IMF report has shown
ELIZABETH KIVUVA/The escalating
trade conflict between US and China is a threat to the Kenya’s medium-term growth plans.
An IMF report released this
month shows trade tensions between the US and China could lead
to a cumulative loss of 1.5 per cent
GDP in sub-Saharan Africa between
2018 and 2021.
This would derail the targeted
10 per cent economic growth rate
under the third Kenya Vision 2030
Medium Term Plan (MTP III 20182022 ).
The government aims to achieve
this through increased levels of investment and shares of the manufacturing, industrial and exporting
sectors in the economy.
However, the IMF showed the
trade wars between the world’s
largest economies will have a negative impact on commodity prices
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War is coming

I

recall President Obama describing
the Presidency thus. He said it was
like being a train driver. The rails
are laid and the direction set and
the President can speed up or slow
down but nothing more. In Dec 2013,
I wrote a piece headlined, ‘’The Pivot
to Asia bares its Fangs’’ in which
article I said:
‘’I see the pivot to Asia as the
encirclement of China, then the
shrinking of its operating theatre
and then lighting the tinderbox that
is the periphery and Xinjiang might
well morph into China’s
Afghanistan’’ [China has been
stuffing the residents of Xinjiang
with pork, locking them up in internment camps and brainwashing them
in order to prevent that outcome].
The Pivot to Asia was the signature name for President Obama’s pivot, which entailed a repositioning of
US Assets into Asia and which China
saw as a US attempt to contain it
and bottle it up. If one is to criticise
Barack Obama one would criticise
him for being incredibly supine in
the teeth of China’s ‘’salami slicing’’
[Ronak Gopaldas in the ISS].
‘’The practice involves the slow
accumulation of small changes,
‘none of which in isolation amounts
to a casus belli, but which add up
over time to a substantial change
in the strategic picture,’ according
to military analyst Robert Haddick.
This incremental strategy has been
employed with considerable success for territorial gains in the South

and domestic investment as the
country is a huge trader with both
countries.
“Sub-Saharan African countries
most affected by the trade tensions
would be the commodity exporters
and those countries (commodity
exporters and importers alike) that
are more integrated in global markets,” the report stated.
In September, US’s Federal Reserve raised the funds rate to range
between 2 and 2.25 per cent - affecting the rate at which banks borrow
from each other and lending to consumers - to encourage spending and
control excess.
“The probability of a large reversal in foreign flows in sub-Saharan
Africa is significantly higher as US
interest rates go up, while around
one-third of currency crises have
been associated with a reversal
in foreign flows. Thus, the large

amounts of maturing bonds for the
region’s frontier markets in 2019–20
and in 2024–25 suggest substantial
refinancing risks,” the report stated.
This has worsened the global financial conditions leading to sudden shift of investors to restrain
financing and growth of the economies.
This was evident in the Central
Bank’s weekly bulleting for the
week ending October 11.
According to CBK, the total number of shares traded declined by
50 per cent to 52.03 million from
104.10 million traded in the previous week ended October 4. Equity
turnover also declined to Sh1.29
billion, a 64.1 per cent from Sh3.59
billion in the same previous week.
Shareholders lost Sh42.79 billion
in wealth, marking a 1.92 per cent
decline to Sh2.18 trillion of market
capitalisation.

Resident representative for Kenya Jan Mikkelsen with IMF mission chief Ben
Clements and chairman of the budget committee Kimani Ichung’wa on February
22, 2018 /FILE

China sea’’
In August 2017, I wrote a piece
headlined ‘’China Rising’’ and said
‘’Apart from a few half-hearted and
timid FONOPs [freedom of navigation operations], China has established control over the South China
Sea. It has created artificial Islands
and then militarised those artificial
islands across the South China Sea.
It is a mind-boggling geopolitical
advance any which way you care to
cut it’’ .
By March 2018 in a Shakespeare
level moment of hubris, Xinhua pronounced this historical announcement; the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China “proposed to remove the expression that
‘the president and vice-president of
the People’s Republic of China shall
serve no more than two consecutive
terms’ from the country’s constitution.” In one fell swoop, President Xi
Jinping was President for Life. That
was the Apogee.
By July 2018 Trump had launched
his Tariff War which I characterised thus 26 Jul 2018 The method
in his madness is the triangulation
of China and a serious ratcheting
higher of pressure. Xi is looking
more brittle.
President Trump after bashing
on Justin Trudeau of Canada and
Mexico’s Enrique Peña Nieto [now
upended, of course] and then
firing a few broadsides at Europe,
has now turned his attention to Xi
Jinping and thrown him the Keys
challenging him to a “Chickie Run.”
and also sent two US destroyers
into the Taiwan strait for the first
time since 2007.
It has now turned out that for all
the Trump bluster. when it comes
to Trade the likes of the US Trade
Representative Robert Lighthizer,
and Peter Navarro, head of a trade
policy shop in the White House
have been with surgical precision
and have introduced an “anti-dragon clause,” which prevents any

country with a free trade agreement
with the U.S. from seeking free
trade with “nonmarket economies
(China) without American consent.
The so-called “anti-dragon clause,”
which prevents any country with a
free trade agreement with the U.S.
from seeking free trade with “nonmarket economies (China) without
American consent, is designed by
Washington’s trade hawks as a
template for future negotiations
with key economies (such as EU,
U.K. and Japan) and as a weapon to
isolate China. Chinese leaders can
be forgiven for seething about this
declaration of economic warfare.
[Asia Nikkei] I have said severally
that Trump who remains a linguistic
warfare Specialist has proven a
skilled coercive sanction warfare
Specialist.
“Trump’s aggressive coercive
foreign economic policy is the signature success of this administration. It is highly effective — look at
Venezuela to see its most extreme
output. Iran is in a similar bind. China
is in retreat notwithstanding some
bravura talk. Trump can keep it up.
It’s working a treat,” Mr. Satchu told
Sputnik. [September 2018]
On Trade Trump is disrupting the
Chinese Supply Chain bigly. The FT
said ‘’The Trump administration’s
new strategic thrust is more aspirational than operational. But its tariffs
on $250bn-worth of Chinese imports, tightening of rules on Chinese
investments in the US, screening of
supply chains for national security
vulnerabilities, and boost of military
spending by $82bn are indicators
of what is to come’’ I think the FT
is mistaken in its characterisation
that it is more ‘’aspirational than
operational.’’ In Geopolitical terms,
Vice President Pence set out the
Administration’s stall in a speech at
the Hudson Institute. SCMP news
said ‘’Vice-president Mike Pence’s
speech at the Hudson Institute on
October 4 was an era-defining sta-

tement in the history of diplomacy
between the United States and
China. It declared a fundamental US
policy shift and set a new course
for the relationship between the
world’s two largest economies and
chief political adversaries, something not seen since US president
Richard Nixon’s trip to China in 1972.
Historians might wish to compare
Pence’s 45-minute policy statement with such historic episodes
as George Kennan’s 8,000-word
telegram in 1946, Winston Churchill’s
“iron curtain” speech of 1946, and
Harry Truman’s “Truman Doctrine”
address to Congress in 1947, all of
which underpinned the West’s cold
war policy of containment toward
the communist bloc led by the
then-Soviet Union’’
The importance of the Speech
cannot be gainsaid. ‘’This geopolitical
contest will likely escalate dangerously. Powerful forces on both
sides are driving the world’s two
strongest countries toward full-fledged confrontation’’ [The writer is
the Douglas Dillon professor of government at the Harvard Kennedy
School and author of ‘Destined for
War’ in the FT] As a candidate, Donald Trump complained that China
was “raping” America. After months
of smaller steps, his administration
has now pledged to fight back hard
on all fronts — and win.
The US military is reportedly
planning to send US warships,
combat aircraft, and troops through
the South China Sea, Taiwan Strait,
and other contested waterways
next month in a series of exercises
designed to send a message to Beijing in November. The incident with
the USS Decatur where a Chinese
warship came within 45 yards of the
USS Decatur in South China Sea is
surely a precursor.
B-52s are buzzing China practically daily.
@GregDjerejian responded thus to
a question I posed about how best

to position oneself in the context of
the financial markets.
‘’I am frankly concerned well
beyond sketching out market positioning but to your point one might
start with shying away from names
that too robustly rely on heavily
commingled Trans-Pacific supply
chains & the like?’’
Lets start with Gold which popped last week to close at 1218.15.
The purest geopolitical proxy in the
markets is Gold. As Ben Bernanke
once said People hold gold “As
protection against what we call tail
risks: really, really bad outcomes.” I
like the Dollar. And every time I hear
another Fellow talking about the
demise of the Dollar, with that 3 am
Ministry of Sound [circa 1990s] look
in their eye I want to buy more. The
Yen also has started strengthening.
I am keen to buy the China-EM
negative Feedback Contagion Loop
which means shorting the ZAR [into
this Tito Mboweni bounce - I have a
high regard for this Man but many
of you might have forgotten the reaction when he was first appointed
Central Bank Governor] for example.
Equities will stay under pressure and
wobbled last week. With respect to
Commodities, I think its best we sell
that as well ex Oil.
Crude Oil is battling a very precarious Geopolitical situation with
the biggest supplier of Crude Oil to
the World markets, the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia signalling loud and clear
that its wannabe King is simply not
tenable, he was already unconscionable I know. If You really absolutely
must hold some EM exposure, then
you should look at the Turkish Lira
where it seems maybe just maybe
President Erdogan has sharpened
his skills and flipped the “Control the
yield curve, decide the future” Trade
on its head and boomeranged it with
the release of Pastor Brunson and
leveraging the extraordinary events
in a Saudi Consulate in Istanbul.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

